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1. Introduction
This document aims to give councillors, MPs and others interested in improving Bristol's railways, a layman's
insight as to how our railways run, the problems in progressing rail in the wider Bristol area, and a strategy to
extend and improve the railway network.
Rather than going into detail about what our railways should look like in the future – a subject that needs
specialist economic and technical analysis in the context of modern day needs  we conclude with
suggestions for organisational changes and actions to go forward.
The document is produced by the Transport for Greater Bristol Alliance who are an umbrella group with
supporters from over twenty organisations campaigning for better public transport, cycling and walking,
together with truly sustainable development in the wider Bristol area.

2. Greater Bristol – an area across many authorities
The Greater Bristol area, for the purpose of commuting, shopping, leisure, educational and other types of
railway journey, encompasses not only the West of England area but also Western Wiltshire, and
neighbouring parts of Gloucestershire and Somerset. The diagrammatic map below shows the rough extent
of the area which has a population of about 1.4 million people. The Greater Bristol Strategic Transport study
looked at the wider effects of growth in the Greater Bristol area and it is clear from the results, that our roads
will be under even more stress by 2026 once the housing and new employment put forward in the Core
Strategies for each local authority, if built.
In the period 2006 – 2026, 28,000 more homes are planned for Bristol, 21,500 for South Gloucestershire,
13,400 for North Somerset, and 11,000 for BANES. Western Wiltshire expects to build approx. 22,000
homes and Mendip 9,000. It is likely that many more people will want to travel across and into the Greater
Bristol area in the future.

The wider Bristol area covers not only Bristol and Bath but also parts of Wiltshire, Somerset and Gloucestershire
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3. Why the interest in Bristol's railways?
Greater Bristol is a large geographic area with a growing population. Compared to other conurbations in the
country, our public transport is still not up to scratch. Although we have made much progress with for
example, the Greater Bristol Bus Network, our local and regional rail networks still lag badly behind. The
trains that serve the wider Bristol area are often overcrowded and there are long waits between trains. We
have the oldest rolling stock in the country, with breakdowns not uncommon. Integration with buses still
needs much improvement.
The Bristol area is currently served mainly by regional and Intercity trains which often double up as stopping
services. Freight trains use the same track to add to the load on the network. In fact the Severn Beach Line
is the only 'standalone' branch line in the area. With a mix of trains and so many track and signal limitations,
many of which have been there since the seventies, higher frequencies of local services are hard to provide
without attending first to infrastructure improvements. Stopping trains interfere with Intercity trains (and vice
versa) and there are limits on how many more trains can run on the network. There is also a need for more
stations and many communities have had these on their wishlists for literally two or three decades.
Our main station, Bristol Temple Meads, needs a complete overhaul and modernisation as a railbus
interchange. We are fortunate that the Severnside Community Rail Partnership has helped coordinate the
improvement of many smaller stations with the help of local people, and Bath Station has been recently
upgraded. However Temple Meads remains something of an embarrassment.

Local rail services are too infrequent
An half hourly service or better would be expected at all stations serving a major city area, yet for many of
our suburbs and satellite towns, this just isn’t the case. To give an example of the kind of network we have
today, consider the type of trains and the frequencies used for local services in the area:


Yate – a popular commuter area  has a population of about 22,000 with a much larger catchment
area which includes Chipping Sodbury. The station is served Monday to Friday by just one train
every hour to and from Bristol Temple Meads and Parkway.



Weston Milton and Worle are two stops in the Weston super Mare growth area. These stations have
an hourly service to Weston super Mare and to Bristol Temple Meads and Parkway, although the
occasional Intercity line trains stops at peak times.



Highbridge & Burnham has one train in each direction an hour on the line between Taunton and
Cardiff. A few peak period Intercity services also call.



Keynsham – a large settlement between Bristol and Bath  has only an hourly service in each
direction from 07 40 to around 22 00 on Monday to Saturday, with roughly a 2 hourly service on
Sunday.



Bedminster, a major inner suburb of Bristol has just an hourly train Monday to Saturday service going
to Bristol Temple Meads and Parkway, and in the other direction an hourly service to stations to
Weston Super Mare, with an occasion service at peak to Taunton and Cardiff.



The Severn Beach line which has several stations in Bristol has a 30 to 40 minute service during the
day with gaps of an hour or more later in the evenings1.



If you are changing trains, or the first train is too full to get on, or you just missed a train, then low
frequencies cause additional problems.

Our rail services are other peoples' services
One of the problems in Greater Bristol is that many of our stations are served by regional rail rather than
dedicated local services. Trains stopping in Bristol have often been through other large towns by the time
they get here. It is no wonder that trains running across the city region at peak times are regularly ‘full and
standing’. On the Portsmouth Harbour – Cardiff service, which runs through Bristol and Bath and West
Wiltshire on its way to Salisbury and Southampton, overcrowding is common all day apart from late evenings.
1

proper half hourly service would require an additional loop or double track in the Montpellier area.
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Even on Saturday it is hard to get on the train. Friday and weekends have the added complication of long
distance travellers with baggage, for which there is little room.

Comparison with our twin city, Hannover
It is interesting to compare the public transport provision of our twin city Hannover, a community of a similar
size to the West of England area (Hannover has a population of about 500,000). The city uses a combination
of national, regional and local rail and SBahn (suburban rail), this combined with an extensive tram network,
and of course buses. The lesson perhaps is just how many layers of public transport you need to run a city
effectively. On the other hand, Hannover is in mainland Europe. The situation in Bristol owes much to an
historic underinvestment by our government in general, when it comes to public transport to serve urban and
suburban areas outside London. Even places like Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Birmingham have to lobby
hard through their Integrated Transport Authorities and Passenger Transport Executives for funds to make
progress.

Above: Local and Regional Rail network for Bristol's twin city Hannover – a city of a similar size to Greater Bristol .
Below: the SBahn (suburban rail) network in detail. The tram and bus networks have further maps (not included
here).
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Couldn't the bus do the job?
Some have said that rail is unimportant because the answer to public transport for the Greater Bristol is the
bus. There are two reasons why this is impractical. The first is that the distances involved for travel are
significant. A bus from say, Trowbridge to Bristol, or Weston to Bath cannot even begin to compare to the
time it takes to do the same journey by train.
The second reason is that congestion in Bristol is so bad that rail is the only way to offer unimpeded
progress. The Severn Beach line gets you from one part of Bristol to another in minutes – the journey by bus
or car is several times longer. Figure 3 provided below compares bus and trains times for trips in the Greater
Bristol area.
This is not say that the bus has no role, on the contrary. The bus is essential for local journeys in the Bristol
conurbation, and there are many parts of the area with no railway. In progressing local and regional rail,
integration with buses is an essential part of the picture and all bus planning should take account of railway
stations. However to neglect rail when it offers so many advantages is to miss a great opportunity.
There are some who believe that we should concrete over local rails to run buses. The Cambridge busway
has attracted much attention. The sight of double decker buses in the countryside on a heavily engineered
concrete guideway where a railway once ran, seems to many to be incongruous and a mistaken investment
of transport money.
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Bus versus Train – a comparison by FOSBR2

Rail is in demand nationally and particularly in the Bristol area
Rail is popular and becoming more so. The Initial Industry Plan England and Wales Proposals for Control
Period 5 and beyond September 2011 (which relates to planned government investment in rail 2014 2019)
explains:
External factors including economic growth and increasing road congestion, along with continued
investment in the rail product, has led to significant increases in patronage and revenue since
privatisation. Since 1996/97 passenger revenue has increased by 75 per cent in real terms, whilst
demand has increased by roundly 70 per cent over the same period.

Passenger growth in the Greater Bristol area has been even higher than that elsewhere. The TravelWatch
South West 2011 publication 'Great Western Lesser Western' explains that rail usage has almost doubled
since privatisation and virtually tripled in the Bristol traveltowork area. For example over the last ten years
passenger numbers have increased by 269% to well over 800,000 annually on the Severn Beach line

Congestion on our roads – traffic slower than London
The TWSW report also explains that Bristol stands out for the slowest moving traffic of any UK city, in part
because of the limited role that the current passenger rail services can play in the Bristol traveltowork area
owing to the extent to which the network was truncated in the 1960s. The average traffic speed in Bristol is
2

Friends of Bristol and Suburban Railways
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16.8mph – slower than the 16.9mph experienced in London 3.
The West of England Partnership has estimated that the cost of road congestion will rise from £350 million
per year in 2006 to almost £600 million by 2016.
The maps below show traffic congestion using Google Maps – this is the morning peak on a weekday in
September at approximately 08.30. The main roads (not all) are coloured to indicate the speed of traffic
compared to freeflowing conditions. Yellow indicates 25  50 miles per hour; Red: less than 25 miles per
hour and Red/Black: very slow, stopandgo traffic.
You can see:

3



A great deal of the city and suburban road network is congested.



The M4 is congested and the interchange with the M5.



The Bristol North Fringe area including the Filton Road and the Gloucester Road is very slow
moving. This is the area which includes many large employers, the University of the West of
England, and much new housing development.



The road coming out of Portishead and Long Ashton has particularly slow 'stop and start' traffic.



Many roads through the outer and inner suburban areas are very slow moving.



Bath has a number of very slow roads including the road to Bristol.



Some roads out in the countryside around Bristol are affected by traffic even though they are not
near the main conurbation.

Source: AA & Trafficmasterz
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Morning peak in Bristol ….

…..and in Bath
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The latent demand for rail
The campaign led by the Friends of Suburban Bristol Railways (FOSBR) persuaded the City Council in May
2008 to pay for more frequent weekday trains on the Severn Beach line and a Sunday service to Avonmouth.
In the first three months that the service increased in frequency, passenger numbers went up by 27%.
Passenger numbers have grown 80% since. If a number of other services increased in frequency and there
were interconnections between these and with buses – the railway system would be more than the sum total
of its parts and passenger numbers would likely really take off. Other cities have managed it.

Rail brings other benefit
Rail is low carbon and less polluting than the car. The contribution that rail makes to good town planning
should also not be underestimated. Rail brings people into towns and city centres. Businesses and shops in
town benefit and the proximity of a railway station encourages new development to move to brownfield sites
and vacant urban premises in town rather than simply locate on the fringe in out of town business parks. That
said, some 'parkway stations' have an important role to play where housing and businesses are located on
the edge of towns.

Over the border in Wales
Over the border in Wales in the Cardiff area, the South East Wales Transport Alliance (SEWTA) has been
progressing local rail for some years to great advantage. In the last decade, as SEWTA explain on their web
site, rail passenger demand on the Welsh Valley Lines has been growing at around six per cent per annum,
with some lines experiencing 80% growth since 2000. Recent data suggests that this high rate of demand
growth is continuing. SEWTA have in 2011, commissioned the rail specialist Jacobs to review rail
requirements. This review has subsequently recommended new stations and services to cope with demand.
Although the situation in Wales with regards to funding is quite different because of the involvement of the
Welsh Assembly Government, and although the Welsh valleys generally do not have the additional problem
of Intercity and freight trains using them (some do), SEWTA's successful use of local rail is a good example
of what can be done.
This importance of local authorities working together on rail is particularly well illustrated by the project to
reopen the Ebbw Vale railway where the consortium of local authorities sought funding from a variety of
sources, and led and procured the project before handing it over to Network Rail. The councils' political will
and determination to achieve this project was key to its ultimate success.
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4. A bit of history
It's been going on for about 30 years

Bristol is a hotspot for rail campaigning groups. Some have been at it for years, and there can be few
campaigning activities that need as much patience. However it is not just campaigners that have wanted
better rail for three decades or more, it is also the local authorities. The idea of rail and bus providing an
'integrated' transport system for Greater Bristol has been popular for a long time. The concept of a 'metro'
system for the central area was the subject of a booklet published in 1979. Richard Cottrell, the then
Member of European Parliament for Bristol, introduced the book with the words:

“...dozens of American cities are now scrambling to build metro-style systems....I
am convinced that the same process will overtake us here but we are fortunate in
having the Continent of Europe, which did not make the same mistakes, from
which to learn – conveniently right on our doorstep ”.
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Scanned pages from the 1979 Bristol Metro booklet. All the concepts were already in place.

More than thirty years later the dream has not been delivered. There have been some improvements but not
on the scale needed for a metropolitan area. Since the 1970s, various Bristol Metro maps have been drawn
up on paper but somehow, compared to other cities, we have never quite got moving.

Avon County Council had vision and some success
In the 1990s, Avon County Council (comprising the now 'West of England' four unitary authorities), proposed
and commissioned technical work regarding local rail for Bristol. Many of today's campaigner favourites were
on the proposed Metro map: the Portishead Line, the Henbury Loop, new stations at Saltford, and so on.
Since then, the need to increase track capacity at the Filton Bank bottleneck has been exhaustively talked
about, analysed and lobbied for, but never quite achieved. In the case of the WestonWorle redoubling,
discussions were under way in 2002 with North Somerset Council and Network Rail but nothing was
ultimately built.

Integrated transport and the demise of RPP funding
The Government set up the Strategic Rail Authority’s Rail Passenger Partnership Fund to secure rail
developments in the late 1990s. The Rail Passenger Partnership fund (RPP) was ideal for small schemes
not deemed commercially viable in the short term and was designed to assist in the provision of new or
12

enhanced local and regional rail services or facilities. RPP proposals were supposed to contribute to the
Government's objectives of that time, which were to promote transport integration and encourage a switch
from road to rail. In the Bristol area, a number of technical reports were commissioned regarding the
railways, including new services, stations and reopening lines. The RPP fund was used to kickstart a
scheme whereby extra carriages would be available when the MOD moved to its new location at Filton Abbey
Wood, plus the proposed opening of Corsham Station. Some local authorities such as Oxfordshire, employed
a dedicated rail officer and had many station reopenings planned, and a new line, but ultimately the RPP
funding was plagued by bureaucratic complexity and 'not value for money' arguments. For a while though,
things looked as though something might finally happen. Then there was a change.
Following the Hatfield crash in 2000, it was decided that making the existing mainline track safe was now a
priority and that all funds should instead be directed to catching up on maintenance and repair. The RPP
funding stream was withdrawn.
Rail investment was also seen as a bad risk by the Treasury because the cost of major projects such as the
West Coast modernisation went through the roof and the high cost of putting Railtrack into administration.

Cancellation of BristolOxford line another blow
In 2003 the Strategic Rail Authority withdrew the Bristol – Oxford service a few days before its fifth birthday,
thereby avoiding an inquiry into its removal. This service potentially allowed for local stations such as
Corsham (between Bath and Chippenham) to be opened. Much time and effort had been put into the RPP
bid by the local authority, Wiltshire. The loss of the service was another demoralising blow.

Local authorities discouraged; road building back
With the demise of the RPP funding many local authorities felt discouraged: it was too difficult and too risky
when it came to officer time and resources to try to fund rail. Rail was perceived as in the hands of London
and not local authorities. The construction of new roads and the installing of bus lanes along existing roads
were seen by many as easier. The local authority is also the Highway Authority with jurisdiction over the road
system (apart from trunk roads and motorways which 'belong' to the Highways Agency). This means that
road and bus projects are more under local authority control, and therefore look less risky. Major road
construction financed by central government was by 2005, back in favour after a backlash against John
Prescott's integrated transport ideas which were reinterpreted as a 'war on the motorist' by the popular
press.

Local authority rail officers go
In 2004/5 the Government decided that fashions had changed and for many areas it was now all up to the
bus. The Shire Counties including the then Avon County Council (which was abolished in 1996), were given
instructions by the Department for Transport that rail officers were redundant. This shift of emphasis away
from rail resulted in Bristol City Council removing their only dedicated rail officer in 2005. To date there are no
officers specifically dedicated to railway projects in the West of England Area, and none in Wiltshire,
Somerset or Gloucestershire that we know of. Rail expertise in the area is now distributed between isolated
officers in authorities across the area who have an interest in rail, with the Community Rail Partnerships, the
RMT and of course the dedicated rail campaigners many of which have worked in the industry.

South West region prioritises road construction, bus infrastructure and busbased rapid
transport
The South West Regional Assembly (SWRA) had meanwhile been established in 1999. During 20032007
the Regional Transport Board of the Assembly had to decide where to direct government funds allocated to
the region. A number of local road schemes quickly moved to the top of the list, notably the Weymouth Relief
Road (now built), the Kingskerswell Bypass (still waiting but expecting funding in a recession following heavy
lobbying by Devon County Council) and the Westbury Bypass (cancelled after it failed to get through public
inquiry in 2008). What of rail? Rail bids were discouraged by government on the basis that they were
complex and 'undeliverable'. Flavour of the day apart from road construction, was busbased 'rapid transit'
which the government seemed to love for its cheapness, as opposed to trams which were deemed far too
expensive. The amount of money available to the West of England area through the South West regional
funds was at any rate, far too little for constructing a proper tram system for Bristol.
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In the end, the West of England Partnership did put forward two rail schemes for consideration. These were
the Portishead Line and 'Bristol Metro' improvements at Yate and Weston super Mare. However these were
eventually dropped in favour of bids for bus 'rapid transit' and the South Bristol Link Road.

5. Successes of the past
Despite the difficulties in achieving a stepwise transformation of the Greater Bristol railways on the scale of a
Metropolitan Authority, there have been a number of improvements to the railways in past years.


Yate station was reopened in 1989



Regular, albeit hourly, services serving Parson Street and Bedminster



Crosscity stopping services serving local stations, (albeit hourly)



More rail services between local stations and Temple Meads/Parkway



Filton Abbeywood was opened to serve the Ministry of Defence. Its success has led to the opening
of a third platform and staffing at peak times



The redevelopment of Bristol Parkway with better facilities and increased parking



The opening of a third platform at Bristol Parkway to allow more local trains to call there



The use of Stapleton Road and Lawrence Hill by travellers as interchanges between services and for
transfer to bus



Following pressure from Friends of Bristol Suburban Railways (FOSBR) Network Rail carried out a
cost:benefit analysis of increasing the number of services on the Severn Beach line and as a result
recommended additional services from Bath to Clifton Down or Avonmouth



The conversion and upgrade of Bath Spa to a modern railbus interchange took place in 2010/11
after five years of negotiation with a developer, the local authority, Network Rail and First Great
Western.



CCTV has been installed at numerous stations which has made them much safer.



The length of some trains has been increased by one carriage to relieve overcrowding following the
January 2008 'Fares Strike' when hundreds of passengers boarded First Great Western train
services wearing cattle masks, with some substituting their normal tickets for specially printed
vouchers carrying slogans such as "Worst Late Western".
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6. Brief overview of the parts of the railway
To understand the difficulties in progressing rail, it is as well to understand a little about the very complex rail
industry.

Simplified diagram of how the railway is run

Network Rail
Network Rail is a large part of the picture. With 35,000 employees it 'owns' the track, signalling and stations.
It is broadly equivalent to the Highways Agency who are in charge of our motorway and trunk road network,
in the sense that it assesses and coordinates improvements. The big difference is that, whereas local
authorities are in charge of the roads that are not trunk or motorways, Network Rail has a much more general
role. It owns and operates most of the rail infrastructure in the UK, meaning that local authorities feel they
have less control over rail than road. This may be changing with the new 'localism' but this is unclear. An
industry report in 20114. explains:
Whole industry costs in England and Wales were around £12 billion in 2009/10, a little over half of which
was accounted for by Network Rail. Franchised train operators incurred net costs (excluding Network
Rail’s access charges but including rolling stock lease costs) of £5.5 billion.

4

Initial Industry Plan England and Wales Proposals for Control Period 5 and beyond September 2011
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Rail from 'Industry Costs 2009/10 , from Initial Industry Plan England and Wales' published September 2011

How Network rail is financed
The government gives a direct grant to Network Rail. According to the recent McNulty Report, regional rail
requires the payment of £1,873m a year to Network Rail in regard of regional franchises. Rail also receives
'payments' from the train operating companies (such as First Great Western and South West Trains) and also
from rail freight companies when their trains use the track. This is on the basis that the track is essentially a
product being consumed. Stations attract a similar charge – each time a train stops at a station it has to pay
for the privilege. There is of course no equivalent for road users except in rare cases of tolls. Network Rail is
largely funded by a combination of access charges from train operators and direct government grant.
Network Rail owns more than 2,500 railway stations, the operation of these mostly carried by the Train
Operating Companies.

The train companies and franchises
Passenger services are franchised to train operating companies, or the 'TOCs.' The franchise specification
is laid down by the Department for Transport and much therefore depends on the context of the franchise
specification in question, which includes the number of carriages that the franchisee can run, capacity when
it comes to numbers of passengers, the toilets and catering facilities on trains and so on. These are specified
according to a Service Level Commitment for the franchise. The award of the franchise is determined by
competition with the Department for Transport putting out an Invitation to Tender, the context of which is
very important to get right from point of view of passengers and others interested in better rail.
Trains are not owned by companies like First Great Western but leased by specialised Rolling Stock Leasing
Companies such as Angel Trains, HSBC Rail and Porterbrook. See Section 10.

Subsidies and premiums
In past years, many services that were not on their own commercially viable (due to the cost of leasing the
carriages, fuel, staff, running stations and payments to Network Rail), and needed a subsidy which was
factored into the franchise specification. However, more recently those taking on franchises pay a large
premium back to the government.
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Stations
Stations are owned by Network Rail but are usually managed by the train company operating routes through
the station and in that capacity can lease the station buildings and land (but not the track) from Network Rail
for the duration of the franchise. Ticket office opening hours are fixed as part of the franchise agreements.
Only with DfT approval can opening hours be changed. This arrangement is currently under threat, in the
sense that the government are hoping to leave questions about whether there is a ticket office at all to the
franchisee, for several hundred stations.

How Network Rail manages rail projects
Network Rail publishes something called the Great Western Route Utilisation Study (Great Western
RUS). This gives all kinds of statistics and other data necessary for examining the bottlenecks in the current
railway, and looks at overcrowding, demand in the future for rail and much more. Any improvements that
finally get funding (after an extensive economic appraisal and competition for resources – see later section)
are scheduled over 'control periods' and this is key to understanding how rail improvements are financed.
April 1st 2009 – March 31st 2014 is 'control period 4' CP4 and CP5 is 2014 – 2019. The Secretary of State
(DfT) issues a Higher Output Specification and Statement of Funds Available which sets the scene for the
period. There is also a Network RUS which looks at the stations, depots and rolling stock. The Network
RUS covers GBwide issues across the industry rather than one area – which is the job of the ordinary 'RUS'.

Stages in a Network Rail project
Network Rail has an obligation to make sure that all railway schemes are compatible and integrated with
existing railway operations and does this through a formal project control approach called GRIP (Governance
for Railway Investment Projects). The Portishead Railway is now at GRIP3, the 'Option selection' stage. This
has to be followed by GRIP4 'Single option development', GRIP5 'Detailed design', GRIP6 'Construction
test & commission', GRIP7 'Scheme hand back', and GRIP8 'Project close out'. Network Rail projects are not
cheap. It is easy for a project to be delayed at any stage. More to the point perhaps is that a number of
projects do not have a sufficiently high Benefit to Cost ratio to qualify for Network Rail funding to start with.

Community Rail Partnerships
In the United Kingdom, a community rail line is a local railway which is supported by local organisations
and the community. This support is usually through a Community Rail Partnership consisting of the railway
operator, local councils and other community organisations and Rail User Groups. Activities of the
partnership include increasing the number of passengers and obtaining revenue from a variety of sources,
reducing costs by getting volunteers to help for example with doing up stations, preparing useful timetables
and tourist information, and generally promoting the railway as a community benefit.
Since 2005 the Department for Transport has designated a number of railway lines as community rail
schemes and there is an Association of Community Rail Partnerships called AcoRP. Bristol has the
Severnside Community Rail Partnership.and there is a proposal to designate the Bristol to Weymouth line
(currently the Heart of Wessex line) as a Community Rail Partnership.

7. Improvements to our railway
If you speak to all the public transport campaigning groups in the Bristol area and ask what they would like in
terms of rail, the wish list is certainly a long one. This of course reflects the lack of investment in local and
regional railways for so many years.

Thirty minute service
The Friends of Bristol Suburban Railways (FOSBR) would like to see a 30 minute service for all local rail
stations in the West of England area, including between Bristol Temple Meads and Avonmouth (in line with
the Joint Local Transport Plan); the restoration of passenger services to the Portishead line; the restoration
of passenger services between Avonmouth and Bristol Parkway (the Henbury loop); the reopening of local
stations on existing rail lines; better connections to other rail services and other modes of transport to turn
local stations into interchanges. They suggest also:
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Build or reopen stations at Hallen, Henbury (& Cribbs Causeway), Filton, Horfield, Ashley Hill,
Ashton Gate, Pill, Portbury, Corsham, Saltford, Thornbury, Tytherington and Charfield.
Make better connections with other modes of transport.

Many stations have their own campaigns, some of which have been going for well over two decades.


The Corsham Station campaign for example, commenced in 1986 and benefited from the support
of both Avon County Council and Bath City Council, with a near success in 2003 before the
cancellation of the BristolOxford service and the axing of the Rail Passenger Partnership grant.



Some like the Saltford Station campaign are pinning their hopes on electrification with the idea that
a new station at Saltford might be included in a local electrification scheme on the mainline between
Bath and Bristol. Similarly there has been talk of a station at Bathampton on the other side of Bath. A
station at St. Anne's Park, closer to Bristol on the same line has also been suggested.

Particular interest had been shown by campaigners and by the former Avon County Council in new
passenger services, especially:


The Henbury Loop. There is currently a double track line from Filton to Avonmouth joining the
Severn Beach line near St Andrews Road. This freight line has the potential to become a passenger
link called the 'Henbury Loop', as shown on the FOSBR map, with stations at North Filton, Henbury
and Hallen. There is some discussion as to where best to place stations given that large scale
housing development may be built at Filton Airfield. A bus link from Henbury to Cribbs Causeway
shopping centre which is not far away, has been suggested.
A new, circular passenger service operating out of Bristol Temple Meads is possible. This could
serve Lawrence Hill, Stapleton Road, a new station at Ashley Hill (Horfield), the stations on the
Henbury Loop and the stations on the Severn Beach Line. In other words it would be a bit like the
London Circle Line in Bristol.



The Portishead Line. This railway line ran originally from Bristol to Portishead, and has been
refurbished for freight use but only as far as the Royal Portbury Docks. A remaining 3.25 miles needs
to be reinstated. North Somerset Council has submitted a Regional Growth Fund bid for £43 million
to the DfT to reopen the line for passenger use 5. A further £4.8 million is needed for the project and
would be met from council resources and planning agreement money earmarked from developments
in Portishead. Some land has been reserved by the council for the site of a new station in Portishead
and a car park has already been built for it adjacent to the Waitrose car park. A decision on the bid
is expected later this year and if agreed, passenger trains could start running out of Portishead as
early as 2015.
The project has been scoped from a technical point of view to GRIP 3 (Option selection) stage with a
comprehensive technical evaluation published in October 2010.
The true value of the Portishead Line will only materialise when crossBristol services can use it. In
other words, when it becomes part of a Bristol Metro System.



5

6

The North Somerset Railway is another campaign to get a new rail link. The idea is to extend the
railway from Frome, (a stop on the Bristol–Weymouth line which also has a limited Intercity service to
London Paddington), to Radstock in Somerset. Much of the track is still in place and can be reused
once it has been overhauled and the necessary infrastructure put in place. The line was originally
opened in 1854 and closed to passengers in 1966 6. The railway is projected to form part of the
regeneration of Radstock, and the company have submitted their own plans for the starting point of
the railway. The station would be situated in the heart of the town. Further stations will be
constructed along the eight mile line, with the ultimate aim of joining the existing rail network at
Frome.

We have now heard that the project has failed to attract funding.

The ATOC Study 'Connecting Communities' (2009) costed the re-opening at £62 million with a BCR of 0.6.
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The TransWilts railway line is a project to link the five largest population centres in Wiltshire, which
are Swindon, Salisbury, Trowbridge, Chippenham and Melksham, and it also serves other sizeable
towns at Warminster and Westbury. More services on this line are expected to relieve chronic
overcrowding on Westbury to Bath services because passengers will be able to go straight to
Chippenham to catch onward services on to Swindon, Reading and London. At the moment here
are only two trains a day which are described as "tokenistic" by the Train Operating Company.
The Chambers of Commerce, Wiltshire Council, Network Rail, First Great Western, the Trans Wilts
Community Rail Partnership and the local MP are now working together to push forward the case for
more services on the line. There is now a bid to the government for the Local Sustainable Transport
Fund and extensive research and a survey of businesses has been used to make a solid case for the
railway.
MVA Associates, a transport consultancy, have done a report which shows a good Benefit to Cost
ratio because traffic will use the line all year; there is strong leisure traffic and business traffic
between towns all along the line; the line connects at both ends into other services at major towns;
there are significant congestion gains – the service runs parallel to a busy road.



Bristol Temple Meads station has attracted much criticism because it has failed over the years to be
converted into a modern interchange station similar to that found in almost any European city of
similar size to Bristol, or even in a number of cities in this country. The designation of the area
around Temple Meads as an 'Enterprise Zone' might speed up the delivery of the interchange that is
needed. However commercial interests may see the opportunity otherwise and the future is
uncertain. The importance of a multimodal hub with links to city ferries and good cycling and walking
access has been stressed by very many campaigners over very many years.



St Phillips Marsh is the Bristol depot where trains are currently maintained. Some campaigners are
concerned that this essential facility might be under threat from the regeneration of the area behind
Bristol Temple Meads. It is important to make sure that trains can be maintained locally.

The importance of bus/rail connectivity and cumulative effect
Connectivity between buses and trains is the essential feature of an effective local public transport system.
If you plan a local railway, you need to plan the bus system at the same time. That way the value of the
railway system increases. All too often people simply look at one improvement in isolation.
Bus routes and any BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) schemes must connect with rail services at every opportunity.
(DfT guidance actually states that the proper role of BRT is to promote access to local rail hubs.) For
passenger convenience, and low transaction costs for operators, transferable ticketing is essential for this
idea to work.
Case study 1 Bedminster station
Current bus routes and the proposed BRT3 (Northbound) do not have an interchange with Bedminster Rail
station. The proposed BRT3 route towards central Bristol goes along East Street and not via Bedminster
station. The rationale is based on journey time savings, but rail connectivity is lost, though BRT3 proposals
do include connectivity at Parsons Street. However, the opportunity for train travellers from Weston and from
Portishead to change from train to bus at Bedminster, avoids the traffic delays in West Street, and is also an
effective strategy to reduce the congestion at Temple Meads, listed as an overcrowded station in the RUS
Stations report. The promotion of bus interchanges at Lawrence Hill and Stapleton Road would also reduce
the congestion at Temple Meads as well as speeding up cross city journeys.
Case Study 2 Filton Abbey Wood station
Promoting bus  rail connectivity can produce solutions to a range of transport problems. The promotion of
Filton Abbey Wood as a bus rail interchange illustrates this well. Whilst overcrowding at Bristol Parkway is
listed as amongst the highest priority (above Bristol Temple Meads) in the RUS Stations report, Filton Abbey
Wood can be promoted as both an alternative bus interchange for local travellers and for travellers wishing to
change trains on a future Bristol network.
Abbey Wood has the potential to be an important local bus hub by means of a cheap and easy diversion
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(cheaper than the original bus lane!) of the GBBN bus lane at the junction of Filton Avenue and Station Road.
This removes buses from this busy junction and brings bus stops to the station car park, instead of 500
metres away. It is a proposal welcomed by the bus operators and First Great Western. Busrail connectivity at
Filton Abbey Wood has further advantages if the Henbury Loop is built (see section XX).
Filton Abbey Wood would be a station on the circular service provided by the Henbury Loop as shown on the
FOSBR map below. The Henbury Loop would provide a greater frequency of local trains serving Filton Abbey
Wood as a station, as both trains using the 'loop' and those running between Bristol Temple Meads and
Parkway and Yate would stop there. Filton Abbey Wood, combined with capacity increases at Filton Bank,
offers huge opportunities for transport connectivity and a cheap way of reducing the overcrowding at
Parkway.

Map of new stations suggested by Friends of Bristol Suburban Railways
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A selection of new stations and services put forward by campaigning groups in the wider Bristol area
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8. Bottlenecks on the rail network
Slow and fast trains can't pass
Campaigners highlight as a top priority the need for more capacity on the stretch of line known as Filton Bank
which currently has only two tracks but needs to be either three or four tracks as Network Rail themselves
admit7. The problem is the mix of local, regional, Intercity, crosscountry and freight trains on the section of
line between Bristol Temple Meads and Bristol Parkway. Until Filton Bank is complete, it is difficult to
increase local services to the level seen as essential. Network Rail have also located the problem and have
costed a solution (see later section on Cost Benefit Analysis).
Filton Bank  also known as 'Filton Abbey Wood to Dr. Days Junction'  is however just one of a number of
bottlenecks (although it is probably the worst) that limit more trains in the Bristol area. The maps on the
following pages show some of the 'hardware' or infrastructure problems that have been either referenced in
the Network Rail Great Western RUS 2010, or by campaigners in the area. It is not definitive but indicates
the extent of the problem.

Above: The Bristol area is mostly twotrack railway which means only one train in each direction – passing loops are
needed – from 2010 Network Rail RUS

The map above is taken from the 2010 Great Western RUS and shows the problem we have regarding
capacity on our rail network in terms of numbers of tracks. You can see that our lines are either single track
or double track, but not quadruple track. There are no 'dual carriageways' for running slow and fast trains
alongside, and we rely on short sections of 'passing loops' of which there are not enough. Fast trains get
stuck behind slow ones, a broken down train holds up the network for miles, and overall there is a limit on
how many trains can use the system. The quadrupling of the track in key locations – especially Filton Bank –
is thus key to the future.



7

For example, both the Portsmouth Harbour – Cardiff and the Bristol – Weymouth services providing
the stopping services between Westbury and Bristol Temple Meads use the same tracks as the
Intercity Paddington line between Bristol and Chippenham. For trains to pass each other there is a

See the Great Western RUS which comes to the conclusion that three tracks gives the best value for money in 2010.
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passing loop at Bathampton. However most of the line is one track in each direction. If a train is
delayed or breaks down the consequences are felt all down the line, in some cases as far as
Southampton!


Services between Gloucester and Parkway have to fit between Cross Country trains. This means it is
difficult to give Cam & Dursley and Yate a more frequent service.



Similar problems exist on the line going to Weston super Mare. Intercity Services running between
London Paddington and Weston mix with slower suburban services stopping at Parson Street,
Bedminster, Worle and so on. A passing loop is therefore needed now, and to anticipate more
frequent local services.

Freight trains use the tracks too
The tracks used by passenger trains in our area are also used by freight trains. As this mode of transport
becomes more popular the quantity of freight being transported is set to increase. Certainly both Portbury
Docks and Avonmouth are relying on rail freight more and more. On the map below you can see that the
Avonmounth Docks are served by the line that could double up as the 'Henbury Loop' for passenger
services whilst container traffic and coal travel along this route. Portbury Dock, where cars are increasingly
imported, has expanded its rail freight activities along what could be used as the 'Portishead' Line once the
extension to Portishead has taken place.
Freight trains and passenger trains are able to run on the same piece of track. However in some cases
where tracks are heavily used already by local, regional and Intercity trains, there are capacity issues.

Above: Rail freight in the Greater Bristol Area (from the 2010 Network Rail Great Western RUS)

Places for trains to turn round at the terminus are needed
Equally the provision of 'turn back' features at stations on the edge of the conurbation is important. These are
needed so that local trains from Bristol can come off the main line using a system of signals and points and
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go into a station. There they stop in a platform to let people off and the driver gets out of his or her cab and
goes to the other end of the train. When the signal is given the train goes back onto the main line in the other
direction back to Bristol. In other words the turnback is a way of having a terminus in the local area (say, at
Yate) rather than perhaps several miles away (say, in Gloucester).
A problem with turnbacks from a costbenefit point of view (see later sections) is that the signal has to stop
the mainline if a local train has to cross. This can result in a 'disbenefit' timewise for the mainline
passengers, and is translated into a negative cost, detracting from the allimportant Benefit Cost Ratio.

Summary of Infrastructure needs
We have attempted to summarise the infrastructure needs on a map – see following page. However this is by
no means exhaustive.
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9. Growing the railway: it's an economist's perspective
Campaigning groups are keen to see new stations and lines opened. They want much more frequent
services, better stations and trains, and more capacity. In other words they want a modern system rather
than something that a well known public transport campaigner has described as 'third world'.
Unfortunately in England in recent and past years, the perceived need for a much improved suburban railway
for a large urban area is certainly not enough: it first has to be proven. In today's economic and political
climate, the provision of better rail must be viable from a business point of view if it is to get central
government funding or even a commercial train operator interested in investment. This applies to both
running trains and any additional investment in track or stations to make the system better. This view,
through a commercial lens, is how Network Rail, Train Operators and a government interested in balancing
the accounts, see the business of rail in England. At the same time, there is much talk of saving carbon
emissions and an awareness that rail is growing in popularity.
What is worrying is that currently the government wishes to cut the costs of running the railway sharply. This
is following the McNulty Value for Money Study on the railways and the interest in cutting public spending.
Regional rail is particularly expensive to subsidise.

Setting the scene – government plans for 66% cost reduction
The Initial Industry Plan England and Wales Proposals for Control Period
5 and Beyond was published in September 2011. Control Period 5 is 2014
2019. In the Executive Summary the strategy to be adopted by the
government is clearly stated:
The Secretary of State for Transport has stated that rail should be at the
forefront of the Government’s transport strategy – contributing to the
Coalition’s twin goals of economic growth and carbon reduction. However
he has also made it clear that the current cost of the railway is
unsustainable as highlighted by Sir Roy McNulty’s Rail Value for Money
study. The industry is determined to meet the challenge of improving the
value for money of the railway. The Initial Industry Plan (IIP) sets out how
the industry intends to reduce its costs and, combined with the industry’s
continued success in attracting increasing numbers of passengers, improve
significantly the affordability of the railway.

Government aims for the railway
The Initial Industry Plan offers a railway that by the end of 2019 for example will


be more efficient and more affordable to the taxpayer – efficiency improvements and continued revenue growth
could reduce the annual net cost of the current railway to the taxpayer to £1billion (a 66 per cent reduction
compared to the end of CP4)



have an additional 170,000 seats at peak times for commuters on key urban networks



deliver a step change in the rail connectivity of major economic centres 'providing a stimulus to economic
growth and development'



have a capacity to accommodate a 30 per cent increase in rail freight

With regard to Bristol and area, we are mentioned in the context of long distance travel. Overcrowding during
the Bristol rush hour is also demonstrated and we are being considered alongside Manchester, Birmingham,
Leeds, and so on in respect of overcrowded trains.
Line improvements are suggested between Bristol Temple Meads and Bridgwater to enable reduced journey
times for Cross Country and Great Western services on the corridor between Bristol and Taunton.
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A table in the Plan showing 'Possible growth builds during CP5' mentions 70 carriages for interurban growth
and 180250 carriages from existing RUS recommendations for capacity into all major regional cities. The
estimates for such provision are over and above the 1000 vehicles for Thameslink, 550 vehicles for the
Intercity Express Programme and 600 vehicles for Crossrail to which the DfT is committed.
With respect to franchises and rollingstock the government hopes that the new franchising arrangements will
have some impact:
'Provision of adequate rolling stock of a quantum and quality to suit market demands is a key part of the bidding and
operation of a franchise, and franchise reform is potentially a significant way to realise the efficiencies identified in the
RUS. This requires that the benefits of planning rolling stock and infrastructure together and the economies of scale in
rolling stock procurement are considered at an early stage in refranchising'.

The table below gives the flavour of how proposed investment is linked to 'outcomes', an important buzzword
along with 'forecast demand', 'capacity', 'journey time reduction' (time is money) and other concepts drawn
from the economist's perspective on the railways. That said, carbon reduction from transport also features.
Although government policy is important with respect to rail, the Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) remains key when
it comes to funding improvements with government money.

Example of the Benefit Cost Ratio or 'BCR' at work: Filton Bank
As a demonstration of these ideas, we can look at the economic case for putting in more track on 'Filton
Bank' section between Bristol Temple Meads and Parkway in order to run more local and long distance trains
together. It is also required for the extra services following electrification, as a diversionary route (when
engineering work diverts trains), for the new Stoke Gifford Depot, and increased freight business.
Network Rail has looked at the viability of such an improvement in terms of the increased time savings for
passengers, how many passengers there are actually on the trains, forecast growth, peak travel
requirements, and the cost of building the track and many other considerations. The result is a score for that
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rail improvement as a Benefit to Cost Ratio. In the case of Filton Bank, in 2010 the addition of another track
to give three on this critical piece of railway in the Bristol area, gave a BCR of 2:1. Four tracks have a BCR of
1.6:1.

The BCR for roads versus rail
If a key rail transport improvement has a BCR of about 2, it is interesting that by contrast the 3 mile
Kingskerswell Bypass in South Devon scores a BCR of 9:1 or better. This is partly a function of the way we
as a society gauge the 'official' value of transport schemes. Road construction nearly always comes out with
a good BCR because of the way the calculations are done, because of the embedded assumption that there
will be a continuing upward trend for more and more cars on our roads for the modelled period of sixty years.
Our methodology for examining transport schemes emanates from many decades ago.
However calculating the BCR for rail improvements is complicated. It is important that the 'scheme' promoter'
has the work done properly – and it is very technical.

An example of 'optioneering': economic appraisal of more trains to Weston
The concept of 'optioneering' is fundamental to this perspective of searching for value for money when
improving the railways. For example, three options have been suggested by Network Rail for running an
additional hourly service to Weston super Mare from Bristol. The appraisal covers a period of 60 years (the
same as for bypasses and other road improvements) and looks at the operating cost, the investment cost
(redoubling at Worle Junction, redoubling from Worle to Weston Milton and a new bay platform at Weston to
accommodate new services and new rolling stock £46 million), the revenue for fares, the benefits to rail
users in terms of time saving. The result is that a quantified Benefit to Cost ratio is found, and in this case it is
poor value for money. The infrastructure cost of £48  53 m is too great. This mechanism for measuring
benefit has many shortcomings, not the least that the social benefit and overall benefit to the railway network
is not monetorised; however it is the standard way of assessing single improvements. A low BCR does not
mean that an improvement will not be made, but that another option might be better.

Monetarised benefit
The cost of an improvement (new track, new carriages, etc.) versus the benefit that passengers get is very
important. So why does an important rail improvement do so badly against even a local road scheme? This
is because the calculations are done on the basis of how many people will save time, day in day out, on that
stretch of road or railway over the next sixty years. The benefit therefore depends on the forecast 'flows' on
the road or railway. Even seconds improvement in journey time on a busy road will yield a large BCR. With
rail, the same theoretically applies on a busy line, but to a lesser extent because large roads carry more
people and time is money. However on branch lines you can see that with fewer travellers, the BCR is likely
to be small or even negative, although the costs might be less. The Department for Transport have just
recently incorporated carbon into the COBA equation, but its contribution to the overall analysis is very small.
Keeping costs down or having third party investment to keep down the bill to central government, may be the
only way forward.

The economics of opening new stations
The opening of a new station is treated by Network Rail exactly like any other
engineering project – it has to be shown that the business case is sound.
Network Rail have recently published a 55 page book on the subject of opening
new stations. There has to be a 'transport needs statement' backed up by
evidence, ' objectives', 'site suitability study', a systematic consideration of
options including whether buses might be better, sections on planning context
(Local Development Framework, Core Strategy etc.) and station design. The
characteristics of the current railway operations and the service mix and
stopping patterns currently on the route need to considered, as does the policy
fit with existing rail planning documents (RUS), and of course the station design
details.
The disbenefits of the train having to stop thus making the whole journey
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slower for other passengers or interfering with other trains, are often judged to be very important. Opening a
new station, particularly on a line used already by Intercity trains, has to be thought through carefully.

Opening new stations can be done
A study by Ian Brown of Rail Future shows that even though opening new stations can be difficult, the
Integrated Transport Authorities have a good record. For example, West Yorkshire has opened 22 stations,
Merseyside 16, and Greater Manchester 15. West Yorkshire has also invested in fast, frequent, electric trains
and passenger growth is running at 19%  some routes now enjoying 75% of market share. (Pteg's Rail in the
City Regions). Apart from Bristol Parkway (opened by British Rail in 1969) stations reopened in the area
include Yate in 1989, Worle (1990), Filton Abbey Wood (1996 and then extended in 2004). Apart from
building up the economic case for a new station, local authorities need the political will to go forward and the
resources to lobby and make their needs known. This is perhaps where Bristol has fallen down in the past.

Full or empty
If you are going to run a railway, full trains are profitable. Running empty trains means the train operating
company can lose money. There are payments to Network Rail to stop at stations and use of the line per
mile, costs to lease the trains, staff costs, fuel costs, and maintenance costs also. The problem with local
rail, from a purely financial perspective, is that a lot of the passengers travel in a relatively short peak period
and trains outside those hours make a loss. Ways of encouraging more people to use trains at all times of
the day are important. Higher frequencies of trains at all times so that it is 'turn up and go' can encourage
more people onto the trains, but the assessment of future flows is a science (as well as an art) in itself.
Experience with the Severn Beach Line shows how higher frequencies do get people onto the trains.

10. Not enough carriages and the use of elderly trains
The Bristol rail picture is further compounded by a shortage of carriages which has gone on for several
years. According to TravelWatch SouthWest's report Great Western or Lesser Western, the number of
passengers since rail privatisation has doubled and journeys in the Bristol traveltowork area stand out in
particular: these are running at almost three times the level that they were at privatisation, an increase which
stands out nationally.
TWSW explain that First Great Western services now dominate the list of the most crowded services in
Britain. A small number of extra carriages were allocated to First Great Western in 2009/10 after the 'Fare
Strike' protestations by the public. The 2006 Franchise Agreement simply did not provide enough rolling
stock. First Great Western trains are the oldest in the country, according to the 2010 Great Western RUS
(see below).
In 2011 FGW added an extra new carriages making a further 924 seats available in and out of Bristol during
peak times, including 336 through Bath. However overcrowding remains an issue despite this.
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The shortage of carriages
From October 2011 Railwatch:
"It is the train that could transform the lives of people who are currently shuttled around the
railway network in crowded and unsuitable trains like the 138 Pacer units. Virtually every train
operator in Britain does not have enough good trains to meet demand and nowhere is this more
obvious than around our big cities on branch lines"

Rolling stock is in short supply everywhere – there is a chronic national shortage. The only chance of more
carriages for Bristol generally comes when a more privileged part of the world railwise, such as London, the
Midlands or Manchester, discards their old carriages for which we then compete with others for 'handme
downs'. Even the procurement of a few extra carriages for the wider Bristol area is cause for jubilation.
Sometimes the Bristol area manages to 'borrow' trains (which are leased), for example from Wales, but they
eventually have to be handed back.
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Getting more carriages when electrification comes
With electrification a large number of trains will be released from the London Paddington to Oxford stopping
service and the Newbury stopping service. Many places short on DMUs (Diesel Multiple Units – the type of
train than runs on suburban and regional lines) have their eye on them. Bristol will again need to compete.

Trains are leased and not owned by train companies
Trains are not owned by companies like First Great Western but leased by specialised Rolling Stock Leasing
Company such as Angel Trains, HSBC Rail and Porterbrook. When the system was first put in place, it was
thought that market forces would mean that leasing companies would compete against each other to provide
good deals on prices. However a shortage of rolling stock has meant that the leasing companies have been
able to keep charges high, and that old rolling stock is still very profitable to lease. Train operators make re
livery their fleet with their logo and colours 8, undertake some light maintenance and clean them, but
ultimately the trains are not theirs. The McNulty Report acknowledges the problem as one that is general.
The report for example explains that concerns over releasing costs led to a review by the Competition
Commission of the rolling stock leasing market between 2007 and 2009. The review concluded that there
were “features of the market which ... prevent, restrict or distort competition in connection with the leasing of
rolling stock”.

Six more carriages for 2011
The West of England Partnership have written on several occasions to the Department for Transport
highlighting the problem of insufficient rolling stock to run Bristol's local railways. On August 2011 the DfT
announced the provision of six additional carriages for the Bristol area. This will see more than 900 additional
seats at peak times across the city. First Great Western will receive four Class 150 and two Class 153
carriages from the London Midland franchise. New carriages are to be available from December 2011 for :






Weymouth to Bristol service
Worcester to Weymouth service
Gloucester to Bath and Swindon
Severn Beach to Bristol Temple Meads
Taunton to Bristol Parkway






Cardiff to Portsmouth Harbour
Southampton to Great Malvern
Weymouth to Gloucester
Cardiff to Taunton

First Great Western also refurbished some of the suburban trains serving the Bristol area with new interiors
and new seating.
8
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11. The way forward  opportunities to get in there
Going forward at a time when spending on the railway is being cut is not easy, but there are some
opportunities.
Making the best of opportunities

Electrification
Electrification is on its way to Bristol and Cardiff. New trains – some of which will be electric only and others
that will be able to switch between electric or diesel  will be part of the programme, and there will be a brand
new signalling system. The Programme seeks to replace the distinctive "Intercity 125" High Speed Train
(HST) diesel fleet procured by British Rail during the 1970s and 1980s with new, higher capacity, more
environmentallyfriendly trains.
Electrification is to take place from London Paddington to Oxford, Newbury and Bristol Parkway, and on to
Temple Meads. The section from Bristol Parkway to Cardiff will be also electrified but no further. That said,
the Department for Transport and Network Rail are to work closely with the Welsh Assembly to develop a
business case for the electrification of the Cardiff Valley Lines.
Rather than the existing two trains per hour operating between Bristol Temple Meads and London,
electrification will allow for the running of four trains per hour. Two trains will operate via Bath Spa, with two
going via Bristol Parkway.
The project is to be completed by 2017 which is in the lifetime of the new Great Western franchise.
TravelWatch SouthWest have produced a very useful report on the new Great Western franchise coupled
with the prospect of electrification. It is worth reading because it offers insight into how the combination of a
new franchise and electrification might be useful.
ATOC estimate a Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.6 for GWML electrification. The journey time savings – the
most critical element in accruing monetary value using Cost Benefit Analysis, is 22 minutes.
Other advantages of electrification are summarised as follows:


More energy efficient. The engines are lighter, partly because they don't have to carry fuel. This
means that they have a better powertoweight ratio – a better actual performance, more energy
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efficient.


Cleaner. The engines are cleaner in the sense of less pollution though emissions of carbon dioxide
and other pollutants is not eliminated unless the electricity comes from renewable sources.



More trains can run closer together. When the lines are electrified, the signalling will be
completely updated using the European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) which is an
initiative backed by the EU to create a single Europewide standard for controlling trains. It uses in
cab train control/. a GSM mobile communications standard designed for railways in Europe. The
better signalling system will mean more capacity on the lines in the sense that closer trains will be
able to run.



Electrification of the line between Bristol Temple Meads and Parkway. The section of line
between Bristol Parkway and Bristol Temple Meads will be electrified. It is hoped that this bottleneck
will be solved in the process by a combination of ERTMS and extra tracks, but the exact strategy is
still under technical scrutiny.



Electrification of other lines in the Bristol area. It is conceivable that the new franchise might be
interested in this. Network Rail's Regional Utilisation Strategy (2010) suggested that electrification
provides an opportunity to consider electric traction for local Bristol services. Consideration also
needs to be given to 'diversionary routes' which are used when engineering work is taking place.



Carriages and trains may become available to Bristol area. One of the benefits of electrification
is that it might sort the carriage situation out. This is because with brand new electric trains, the
current suburban type rolling stock which provided that stopping service from London Paddington to
Oxford, is suddenly redundant. These relatively modern trains could be 'cascaded' to other deserving
places, and many services serving Greater Bristol come to mind. However there is competition.

Complications – travelling beyond where electrification ends. There are however some complications:
the electrification does not at the moment go beyond Cardiff or Bristol Temple Meads. So what happens if
you want to go on to WestonsuperMare or Taunton or further West? The suggested solution at the moment
is bimodal trains, that switch from using electricity to diesel when they get to Bristol. The problem here is
that there might not be enough engines of the right type. Without electrification west of Cardiff, trains from
the bimode fleet will have to be allocated to the hourly LondonSwansea services, in which case will there
be enough engines to take trains beyond Bristol to WestonsuperMare and Taunton? Will you have to
change in Bristol for example?
There are many aspects of electrification that benefit the wider Bristol area, but also some that might be
problematic. The four WoE authorities and Wiltshire, Somerset and Gloucestershire need to state their
position very clearly with regards to electrification at an early stage in order to ensure that the very best of the
situation is made. See also 'Franchising', below.

The New Great Western Franchise
Railway services are operated in this country by a franchise arrangement which means that, for a given part
of the country, a railway company is selected via a bidding process to run the services specified by the
Department for Transport. Greater Bristol suburban and regional services fall by and large under the 'Great
Western Franchise' (not to be confused with First Great Western – this is the rail company that is at present,
the franchisee operating the Great Western franchise).
The current Great Western franchise period is coming to an end, and the franchise is to be relet. There will
be a new Invitation To Tender in May 2012 with a brand new specification. The new franchise will start in
April 2013. Until recently franchises have only run for a few years, but now the Department for Transport has
said they should last longer, so that the train company taking on the franchise will invest more of their own
funds and reap the fruits of that investment. The new Great Western Franchise will run for 15 years until
2021. This means that the new franchise spans the period of electrification.

Get the franchise specification right to make progress
It is very important that the new Great Western franchise suits the requirements of the wider Bristol area.
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The Invitation to Tender is important because it includes which stations to stop at 9, the numbers of
carriages and frequency of trains, catering facilities on board trains, and so on.



The franchisee needs to be able to run enough rollingstock to deal with overcrowding – enough
rolling stock needs to be provided by the DfT and mechanisms need to be in place that allow the
franchisee to procure extra carriages according to need.



Bidders can also offer improvements to the railway they intend to carry forward during the length of
the franchise period.



Potentially the franchise could include an upgrade of the services serving the Greater Bristol area.
Those bidding to run the franchise might for example put in place proposals for additional
electrification relating to the Greater Bristol area or other parts of the rail network or accept an option
to run trains on the Portishead line if completed.



Travel Watch SouthWest have concerns that electrification might mean almost the relegation of other
services to 'second best'. TWSW say in their report Great Western Lesser Western:
The new franchisee needs also to make sure that passengers living beyond the reach of
electrification should not suffer a decrease in quality of service in any way, and that these lines
are not somehow in a sense, demoted. This particularly applies to the South Coast to Bristol &
South Wales (Portsmouth Harbour-Cardiff line stopping at many stations in the wider Bristol
area), to Weston super Mare and Taunton, services west of Exeter and those paralleling the M4
corridor from East Wiltshire through West Berkshire.

Localism and funding the railway
Local authorities are cutting services because they have received a reduced grant to run their area from
central government, and are not allowed to raise council tax. Meanwhile the government is talking about the
devolution of local rail, although the mechanisms are not clearly understood. Are there sources of local
funding which could be used for transport?


The Housing Bonus is a way for councils to earn money. For each house built in your area, the
Local Authority gets about £5,000 – £6,000.



The Community Infrastructure Levy meanwhile, is a new form of the 'developer contribution'. It is
available to be more widely spent in the area than the 'Section 106’ agreement which was tied to the
immediate development area.



Workspace charging is another source of income potentially to be used for public transport.

Great Western RUS offers some encouragement
The Great Western Route Utilisation Study 2010 found a number of 'gaps' which where the services are
lacking in some way. These include”


South Wales to South Coast all day capacity



Bristol peak capacity



Bristol performance



Westbury area performance

The RUS has made a number of useful recommendations (these not amount to an agreement to fund) for the
services involving the Bristol area and these are listed below:

9

The Invitation to Tender might not include the exact stations to stop at given the new 'lighter touch approach' to
franchising.
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12. Light rail – another way forward?
For certain suburban routes in the Bristol Area, it has been suggested that Light Rail might be a better way
forward than Heavy Rail. This ties in particularly with the Government's latest Green Paper on Light Rail
published September 2011. That said, the Government has not put forward funding for light rail but has
indicated that further work should be done. The technical report mentioned in the Green Paper to give
guidance to potential tramtrain promoters is still awaited. Meanwhile the rail industry's own Initial Industry
Plan for Control Period 5 and beyond (2014 – 2019+) makes virtually no reference to light rail, which is
surprising.
Both the Department for Transports new Green Paper (Green Light for Light Rail, 2011) and the McNulty
Report offer encouragement to metropolitan LRT and tram train schemes, including a proposed
standardisation of funding standards and to some extent procurement. This would potentially greatly simplify
Greater Bristol’s task.
Why might LRT/ tram train be appropriate for the Bristol suburban rail network?


An important argument for LRT in the form of tram train is the distance of Bristol Temple Meads
station from the main commercial part of Bristol city centre. Additionally, with new development
around Bristol Temple Meads now taking place, a link to the city centre would be even more
valuable.



Track and bridge works could cost less than heavy rail, and thus could be easier and quicker to fund.



High frequency (and thus higher passenger capacity), and closer penetration into the city centre can
be achieved, enabling LRT to absorb a higher proportion of travellers who would otherwise use their
cars.



Significant increases in patronage can be achieved. This can come from the introduction of extra
stops or the ability to leave the rail line to better serve areas of transport demand. An example of this
is in Paris line T4 where although purely on existing rail at the moment the use of tram train plus
extensive landscaping has brought the line out of obscurity and made it part of the communities it
serves.



The rail link into the centre of the city would raise the profile of the existing local services which
currently tend to be 'out of sight  out of mind'.



Across Europe, LRT is perceived as a desirable mode by potential users including car drivers. Great
expertise has been developed.
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LRT can be closely integrated with local bus feeders, thus creating a more comprehensive network
better able to compete with the car mode for all journey purposes  rather than being largely a
commuter or longdistance service as is heavy rail. It links also into national rail services.



A local LRT system will be perceived by local politicians as ‘theirs’, thus attracting a greater local
willingness to plan and fund the system jointly with rail operators, Network Rail, the government and
neighbouring Local Authorities.



Bristol has already made progress in planning city centre streetrunning sections suitable for LRT.
These can be linked into the rail network north of Temple Meads at ‘Plot 6’ and in the Bedminster
area which would free up platforms at Temple Meads.



Extra capacity to the line from Filton Abbey Wood to Temple Meads would permit more frequent local
services on the Severn Beach line and later short extensions to Cribbs Causeway, Bradley Stoke and
the University for West of England.



Roadbased BRT and Park & Ride (P&R) plans – including the M32 and the Avon Ring Road – could
be converted to LRT operation, where appropriate, in order to tap main commuter car flows and to
expand the LRT network to further corridors across the city.



Rail P&R can be established on the M5 at Portbury and Portway, via the Portishead and Severn
Beach lines, greatly increasing these lines’ economic viability.



LRT allows higher density development and more economic activity at selected surburban and
central stations and interchanges.



The reopening of stations is more achievable in an LRT context as new stations can be added to
routes without increasing endtoend journey times because of improved acceleration/deceleration
compared with heavy rail

13. Conclusions
There seems no doubt that railways in and around Bristol need investment and improvement. Although the
government is hoping to make deep cuts in the period 20142019, the Great Western franchise is to be relet
and electrification is coming our way. These both offer opportunities. There is also the possibility of building
new stations and services as part of new development, to tie in with the government's 'growth agenda'.


Progressing local rail requires an in depth economic analysis of what is proposed in detail, and an
technical and engineering understanding that comes complete with an appraisal of the different
options. The analysis needs to take into account time savings for the passengers, how many
passengers are involved now and in the future, the potential for modal shift from cars stuck in traffic
jams and the impact on carbon emissions, planning implications and more. These benefits are
assessed against the costs of running trains, taking into account frequency, any platform, track and
signalling changes.



Any major transport improvement, whether it is rail, road, bus or tram, requires a thorough
understanding of what will be achieved in terms of 'outcomes' and a practical interpretation of the
latest government policy and economic evaluation methodology.



Rail improvements need to be looked at together, in other words their combined effect and value
needs to be examined rather than piecemeal improvements. It is the summation of the parts that
gives value – very many more people will use a train network than will use just one new line.



Government guidance on transport schemes requires extensive calculations on the above to show
whether or not a scheme is actually good value for money. Where a scheme has several elements to
it (for example a sequence of station openings and a new service) the sum total of the parts rather
than individual elements needs to assessed or perhaps some stations should be opened first with
others to follow. This again needs proper analysis and technical expertise.



The complexities of franchising and electrification add additional levels of complication. An
understanding for example, of the new signalling system envisaged and its consequences with
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regards to line capacity, needs a technical understanding.


The shortage of rolling stock means that an argued and evidenced case is really important.

On top of all this, there is fierce competition with other Metropolitan areas keen to get hold of funds and
rolling stock for their rail needs. This means that the West of England and surrounding authorities need to
have a high profile and have the resources to lobby hard and unashamedly. The business sector is key,
especially in today's political climate.

The complexity of analysing and working the case for rail improvements can be glimpsed at by this screen shot of
WebTag, which presents the Transport Analysis Guidance – the Department for Transport's webbased multimodal
guidance on appraising transport projects and proposals.

What this all amounts to
1.

We need to agree that we really want to go forward. To improve rail in the Greater Bristol area,
we need the resources, commitment and structures to carry through actions over a number of years
rather than a stopstart process. Rail is popular and there has to be the political will to actually get
things done and deliver.

2. We need to coordinate our efforts across the wider Bristol area so that the local authorities of
Wiltshire, Somerset and Gloucestershire join in the campaign for better rail. Many lines crossing
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Greater Bristol need infrastructure improvements outside the area covered by the West of England
Partnership, and the whole rail network will experience an uplift in passenger use if it meets the
needs of passengers across the wider area.
3. We need the Local Economic Partnership on board with its spirit of enterprise, lobbying power
and experience of negotiation. The push for better rail needs also to have the backing of the Devon
and Somerset LEP, Wiltshire and Swindon LEP10 and Gloucestershire LEP as the network goes into
their areas. The LEPs need to understand the importance of coming together behind the concept of
a comprehensive upgrade of the railways system in the wider Bristol area, in line with the
government's growth agenda aligned with green transport.
4. We need to commission technical work on a Rail Strategy. Work needs to be commissioned by
external rail consultants to draw up a deliverable Plan for the short, medium and long term. This is
urgent given the timescales of the new franchise and electrification.
We draw attention to the report by the South East Wales Transport Alliance – their Rail Strategy
Review and Roll Forward Study, published in 2011.
The WoE Partnership might commission something similar, to look at needs, policies, loads,
forecasting, overcrowding, rolling stock issues, train/platform lengthening, line speed increases,
frequency improvements, station upgrades, capacity enhancements, making services more
accessible, line and station reopenings and so on. In short a proper evidencebased technical report
would supply a framework on which to negotiate at every opportunity, what was required in the short,
medium and longer term.
The Steering Group for producing the report might involve:













Local Authority transport officer representation including from adjacent authorities
Local Authority spatial planning officer representation, as above
Local Economic Partnership (LEP) – WoE with input from other adjacent LEPs
Educational sector
Representation from the ports regarding rail freight interests
Network Rail
Community Rail Partnerships
Transport for Greater Bristol Alliance representative
Rail user representation : TravelWatch SouthWest
Rail Industry expert contracted in for the purpose
Local authority Members
Transport operators including bus

5. The West of England Partnership needs a Rail Team. An option would be to seconde rail officers
from PTEG authorities to set up the team and coordinate the delivery of the commissioned report.
The complexity and time involved in progressing rail cannot be done by the current WoE team – the
territory requires previous rail planning experience in terms of policy, engineering, and economic
appraisal.
6. A Rail Delivery Task Force or similar is needed for the purpose of marketing, lobbying and
negotiating rail improvements with Network Rail, the DfT, third parties etc. This might be led jointly by
the West of England Partnership and the Local Economic Partnership.
7.

It is important that the WoE acts with campaigning groups on board. This means that when it
comes to lobbying for funds, the local authority is augmented by a strong voice that carries forward
the message. Only by acting together will progress be made.

The current risk is that the Wiltshire and Swindon LEP are concentrating only on northsouth rail. They would do well to
turn their attention to the important eastwest journeys into Bath as Western Wiltshire is part of the Bath Travel To Work
area, and the city provides health services, shopping, education and leisure.
10
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Do we need an ITA?
There has been much debate about whether an Integrated Transport Authority is essential to move forward
on rail and on public transport in general. The view of the Transport for Greater Bristol Alliance an ITA is
essential. However such is the urgency of moving forward on rail that steps need to be taken now, regardless
of whether an ITA is in place or not.
Passenger Transport Executives and Integrated Transport Authorities are key stakeholders in major
conurbations. They lobby hard to ensure that they have enough trains to cope with increasing demand, and
deliver targeted increases in capacity in Birmingham, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester and Sheffield etc.
If we can form an ITA and use that to lobby for rail, we believe that our chances of success will certainly be
greater. We cannot stress more the importance of an ITA to move forward with rail in the long run. From view
point of the Department for Transport an ITA gives the Greater Bristol area might well add credibility that we
can really deliver transport projects and attract funding. That said, the DfT has not said that an ITA is
essential. The devolution of rail powers to local authorities can of course be done without an ITA – as
witnessed in Devon and Cornwall where devolution is being discussed without an ITA in place. However
many campaigners feel that an ITA for a large metropolitan area would help the funding, administration and
coordination of local rail improvements and services.
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The Railway Improvement Labyrinth
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